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Plastic bin – Marshal
- Made from hardened plastic, rugged design.

- Composed of two parts – lid and a basket.

- Possibility of the use of plastic bags.

- Self-extinguishing effect thanks to its closeable lid.

- The advantage is its big capacity.

Type: 4121 Type: 4120

Type: 4120Type: 4121

Good stability

Ø 391 x 927 mm

57 l

9.1 kg

Ø 457 x 1,067 mm

95 l

10.5 kg

Waste bin – TOPSY   
Type: 4143

- Probably the most sold freely standing bin in the world.

- Made from highly resistant plastic "DURAPOL".

- Maximum resistance to vandalism (does not crack).

- High quality of material provides for long durability of the bin and
decreases the costs for maintenance.

- Made with strong zinc-coated insert and reliable universal lock.

- If more than 10 pcs is ordered, it is possible to choose from more
colours.

- Universal waste bin suitable for cities, schools, shopping centers,
petrol stations, parking places, parks etc.

Waste bin – MINI PLAZA
Type: 4144

- Waste bin with modern design.

- Made from highly resistant plastic "DURAPOL".

- The design of waste bin provides for high stability.

- Provided with an insert from zinc-coated sheet with handles.

- No-key locking system.

- Its advantage is its wide drop.

- Can be mounted to the base.

- Suitable for city centers, parking places etc.

Waste bin LUNA
- Design and surface finish according to the European market

most modern requirements. Made of highly resistant plastic
„Durapol“. Frame for a polyethylene bag is a part of bin.
Protrusions on the bin perimeter for easy handling. Integrated
protrusions on the bin casing make unwanted bin covering with
stickers more difficult. Oval base saves space in narrow spaces.
Fixing to the floor plate recommended.

Bins made of durapol ensure

resistance to vandalism

• Durapol – absolutely unique special plastic material with extreme mechanical
resistance and low and high temperature resistance.

• All the bins can be fixed to the floor.

Made to order also

in other colours.

Type: 3695 
Version with the cover equipped
with a lock.

Type: 3694
Version without the cover.

OUTDOOR PLASTIC LITTER BINS

Ø 462 x 955 mm

63 l12.6 kg

566 x 443 x 795 mm

60 l

566 x 443 x 945 mm

60 l

Ø 543 x 1,000 mm

90 l15 kg
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